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Bintelli Beyond Parking Brake
Your Bintelli Beyond is equipped with one of two different types of parking
brakes.
1. Hand Parking Brake
If equipped with a hand parking brake, this lever will be located between the legs
of the driver and passenger. Always ensure the parking brake is all the way in the
down or lowered position before driving to avoid any damage to the vehicle.
2. EM Parking Brake
If you do not see a hand parking brake that means your vehicle is equipped with
an EM parking brake, which is controlled by the motor. With this style of parking
brake, your vehicle will automatically apply the parking brake once the vehicle is
no longer in motion. To disengage the parking brake, simply put the vehicle into
Forward or Reverse drive mode and step on the accelerator pedal.
It is important to note that if your vehicle is low on battery voltage, your parking
brake will engage as a safety feature. If it is necessary that you roll, push, or tow
the vehicle, please follow these steps:
a. Under the row of seats with the batteries, you will find the following two
sets of wires. One cable is marked with a green tag that is already
connected and another is an identical wire and plug marked with a red tag.

b. Disconnect the two green marked cables and remove the plug from the red
connector. Plug the green connector into the red connector.

c. The EM brake should now be disengaged and the vehicle can now freely
roll. Be sure to switch the “On/Off” switch on the dashboard to “Off”
before pushing, rolling, or towing the vehicle to prevent vehicle damage.
d. Once the vehicle has reached its destination, reconnect the two green
tagged cables and replace the cap on the red tagged cable connection. Your
vehicle should now have its EM brake re-installed and function as normal.

